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Abstract. Privacy is one of the most important security concerns in
radio frequency identification. The publication of hundred RFID-based
authentication protocols during the last decade raised the need of designing a dedicated privacy model. An important step has been done with the
model of Vaudenay that combines early models into a unified and powerful one. In particular, this model addresses the case where an adversary
is able to know whether or not the protocol execution succeeded. This
modelizes the fact that the adversary may get information from a side
channel about the termination of the protocol, e.g., she notices that the
access is granted to the RFID-tag holder. We go one step forward in this
paper and stress that the adversary may also have access to a side channel that leaks the computational time of the reader. This modelizes an
adversary who measures how long it takes to grant the access. Although
this channel could be seen as an implementation flaw, we consider that
it is always risky to require the implementation to solve what the design
should deal with. This new channel enables to demonstrate that many
key-reference protocols are not as privacy-friendly as they claim to be,
e.g., WSRE, OSK, C2 , O-FRAP, O-FRAKE,. . . We then introduce the
TIMEFUL oracle in the model of Vaudenay, which allows to analyze the
resistance of the protocols to time-based attacks as soon as the design
phase. Finally, we suggest some methods that make RFID-based authentication protocols immune to such attacks.
Keywords. RFID, Authentication, Privacy, Time-Attack
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Introduction

Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID) is a contactless technology used to identify and/or authenticate remote objects or persons, through a radio frequency
channel using RFID readers and RFID tags (or transponders), the latters embedded into the items. RFID is becoming more and more widespread in daily-life
applications, from library management [17] or pet identification [14], to anti
⋆
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counterfeiting [26], access control [23] or even biometric passports [22]. The wide
and fast deployment of RFID is mainly due to the diminution of the RFID tags
price while their capacities steadily increase.
Moreover, the ubiquity of RFID raises new concerns about privacy. For instance in public transportation, a customer holding an RFID ticket might not
want anybody else to be able to track his movings. One option to preempt such
a worry is to build secure RFID authentication protocols, in order to ensure
privacy for RFID users. Thus, an RFID system should provide anonymity (the
identity of the tag should be kept secret) and untraceability (it should not be
possible to link two different tag communications) for a user. Thereby, the design of secure and privacy-preserving RFID protocols requires an attentive and
methodical analysis of its characteristics. Such an analysis is carried out with
theoretical studies based on privacy models. In 2005, Avoine was the first to
present such a framework in [2]. Since then, many attempts [11, 15, 16, 24] have
been done to propose a convenient and appropriate privacy model for RFID.
But each one suffers from distinct shortcomings: generally, these models do not
take into account some important adversary features, such that the information
given by the result of a tag authentication (does the tag has been authenticated successfully or not?), or the behavior of a “corrupted” tag (can it still be
used in the system?). Given all these proposals for privacy analysis, Vaudenay’s
model [25], presented at ASIACRYPT 2007, is known to be one of the most
complete. Vaudenay defined eight privacy levels composed of:
– four notions related to the power of an adversary to compromise a tag
(WEAK, FORWARD, DESTRUCTIVE and STRONG),
– and the notion related to the possible access by the adversary to the sidechannel information given by the result of a tag authentication (NARROW),
and proved some feasible and some impossible privacy results for several wellknown authentication protocols. The NARROW notion was introduced by Juels
and Weis [15]. They clearly explain that an adversary may have a single bit
information from the reader, i.e. whether or not the tag authentication succeeds.
An example is an access card opening a building door. Vaudenay was the first
to formalize this notion in his model. In the same way, we decide to formalize
the time spent by the reader to open this door as an other side information.
This crucial privacy notion related to time is missing in Vaudenay’s model. To
be precise, the time that a reader will take to authenticate a tag can also be a
hint to recognize a tag from another. Actually, the reader database contains the
keys of all the tags involved in the system. These keys are used by the readers to
authenticate successfully every tag. Thus, this time notion is essentially related
to the key infrastructure used by the readers database to organize and retrieve
all this information.
The time notion in key infrastructures. An RFID scheme can use different
key infrastructures. As RFID lives in a constrained environment, it seems that
secret-key infrastructures are well-suited for this kind of applications. However,

as some researches improve public-key techniques (e.g. efficient implementation
of WIPR [20, 21, 28], or of GPS [13]), then an outstanding public-key infrastructure can be really interesting in this domain. It is possible to use a single key,
shared between all the readers and tags of the system, or each tag can also hold
its own secret key. In the latter situation, every reader has to know all the tags
keys and carry on a search procedure during the protocol execution to guess
which key it has to use to authenticate a particular tag.
It is quite obvious that the single secret-key infrastructure is not relevant. In
fact, if we consider that RFID tags are not tamper-resistant, an adversary can
compromise the whole system if she is able to corrupt a single tag.
This is not the case with a single public-key infrastructure as only the reader
knows the private secret key and this device is not vulnerable against jeopardy.
Some schemes already exist using a single public-key which is generally defined
for a public-key encryption scheme (e.g. [10, 20, 25]). Although the time needed
to authenticate a tag seems to be constant, and thus avoiding time-attacks, the
requirements for the encryption scheme (e.g. IND-CCA2 in Vaudenay’s model
[25], or IND-CPA plus a MAC scheme in [10]) in order to ensure privacy implie a highest computation complexity from the tag’s side. Consequently, these
solutions seem still too expensive for RFID context.
In particular infrastructure cases (public or secret), in order to authenticate
a tag, the reader has to retrieve the corresponding key(s). As the schemes we
study in this paper manage to ensure, at least, the untraceability property, tags
should not send a fixed information which allows the reader to immediately
retrieve this key. Indeed, a fixed value allows an adversary to trivially link up
several authentications of a same tag. As a consequence, this information should
be given in an hidden way and the reader will perform a SearchID procedure
to retrieve the corresponding key. An obvious method to do this is to perform
an exhaustive search in the whole reader database. Following this example of
exhaustive search, the reader might always scan its database in the same way.
So clearly, for a given tag, the reader will always authenticate it at the same
moment of its search. Thus the time that the reader will spend to authenticate
this tag will be the same at every protocol execution. Consequently, an adversary
can deduce which tag has been authenticated by the reader by only observing
this time. Clearly, she can have access to this time information. In practice, this
data is not given by the RFID system itself: the adversary will compute this time
herself. Obviously, this is an important issue for tag privacy preservation. But
this notion has not been yet included in any existing privacy model for RFID.
Our contributions. In this paper, we first modify Vaudenay’s model in order to add this time notion into this model. To do so, we formalize this new
privacy level. We call it TIMEFUL. This notion can therefore be combined with
all the Vaudenay’s levels. Then, we display the weaknesses of several existing
protocols according to this time notion: we demonstrate that that OSK [19] is
not TIMEFUL-NARROW-WEAK-private, and that neither WSRE [27], nor all the
“undesynchronizable” protocols such as C 2 [9], O-FRAP or O-FRAKE [16] are

TIMEFUL-WEAK-private. Finally, we propose various solutions to provide TIMEFUL privacy. They consist in combining an appropriate choice for the reader
database structure with a pertinent search procedure: our approaches are based
on rainbow tables, hash tables, B-trees, and random search.
Structure of the paper. In Section 2, our modification of Vaudenay’s model
is detailed. The privacy analysis of some well-known existing protocols is done
in Section 3. Section 4 introduces several solutions and improvements that can
be conducted on the search procedure of the protocols to provide tag privacy.
We conclude the paper in Section 5.

2

The Modified Vaudenay Privacy Model

In this section, we present a modification of the well-known Vaudenay privacy
model [25] for authentication/identification schemes in RFID systems. Then we
describe all the possible interactions of an adversary with this system.
A tag T is identified by a unique identifier ID, with limited memory and
computational abilities, that can communicate with a reader R up to a limited
distance. A reader is composed of (i) a transreceiver which communicates with
possibly several tags and (ii) a back-end database containing all identifiers ID
of valid tags and additional data such as secret keys. We assume that communications between the transreceiver and the database are secure. In terms of
security, one main difference between a tag and a reader is that a tag cannot be
considered as a tamper-resistant device (and thus an RFID tag can be corrupted
by an adversary against the system). We also assume that the reader is more
powerful than a tag.
2.1

Definition of the Procedures

A privacy-preserving RFID authentication scheme, denoted S, is composed of
the following procedures, where λ is a security parameter.
– SetupReader(1λ ) is a scheme which generates a private/public key pair
(KS , KP ) for the reader R, depending on the security parameter λ. It also
creates an empty database DBR which will later contain the identifiers and
keys of all tags.
– SetupTag(ID, KP ) is a probabilistic algorithm which returns a tag-dependent
key set tk[ID]. (ID, tk[ID]) is added in the reader’s database DBR when the
tag is legitimate.
– Ident is an interactive protocol between the reader R taking on inputs 1λ ,
KS , KP and DBR , and a tag T with identifier ID taking on inputs 1λ , tk[ID],
KP and possibly ID. At the end of the protocol, the reader either accepts the
tag (if T is legitimate) and outputs its identifier ID, or rejects it (if not) and
outputs ⊥.

2.2

Definition of the Oracles

We now define the adversary A against such RFID systems. We consider that
there is only one valid reader R in the system. However as we will see below, the
adversary may play the role of dishonest readers to interact with a tag. In such
a case, we assume that the tag does not know a priori if it is interacting with
the valid reader R or the adversary A. Then, the main features of an adversary
are basically given by:
– the actions she is allowed to perform, which are represented by the oracles
she can query,
– the goal of her attack and the way she will perform it, depicted by an experiment (or game) containing the rules she has to follow.
At the beginning of each experiment, we assume that the SetupReader
procedure has already been executed by a challenger denoted C and thus that
the values 1λ , KS and KP already exist. We next assume that 1λ and KP are always
given to A, whereas KS never (since the valid reader cannot be corrupted). At
the beginning of one experiment, we consider that there is no tag in the system.
We thus give to A the oracle OCreateTag (ID, b) to introduce new ones. As in
the Vaudenay model [25], we consider that the adversary can only interact with
tags that are sufficiently close to her without having access to other existing
ones. We thus use Vaudenay’s concept of free and drawn tags. Drawn tags are
the ones within “visual contact” to the adversary so that she can communicate
while being able to link communications. Free tags are the other tags with which
the adversary cannot interact. At the creation of a new tag, that is after the call
to OCreateTag (ID, b), the new tag has the status free and the adversary cannot
interact with it.
– OCreateTag (ID, b): this oracle creates a free tag with a unique identifier ID,
either legitimate (b = 1) or not (b = 0). This oracle uses the SetupTag
algorithm with ID on input to set up the tag with tk[ID]. For b = 1 only, this
oracle updates DBR , adding this new tag. By convention, b is implicitly 1
when omitted.
Next, the adversary can modify the status of the created tag by using the following oracles.
– ODrawTag (distr, k) → (t1 , b1 , · · · , tk , bk ): with distribution probability distr,
this oracle randomly selects k tags between all the existing (not already
drawn) ones. For each chosen tag, the oracle gives it a new pseudonym
denoted ti and changes its status from free to drawn. Finally, the oracle
outputs all the generated pseudonyms (t1 , · · · , tk ) in any order. If there is
not enough free tags (i.e. less than k), then the oracle outputs ⊥. We further
assume that this oracle returns bits (b1 , . . . , bk ) telling whether the drawn
tags are legitimate or not. All relations (ti , ID) are kept in an a priori secret
table denoted Tab.

– OFree (t): this oracle moves the tag with pseudonym t from the status drawn
to the status free. This makes t unavailable from now on (in particular, A
cannot interact with the tag t anymore).
Then, the adversary is only able to interact with tags by using the pseudonyms
and only if the tag has the status drawn. To simplify notation, we denote by
tk[t] the secret key of the tag with pseudonym t, which is equal to the secret
key tk[ID] of the underlying identifier ID of this tag. Using a pseudonym, the
adversary has now several ways to interact with tags.
First, A is able to corrupt drawn tags by using the following oracle.
– OCorrupt (t) → tk[t]: returns the tag-dependent key tk[t]. The pseudonym t
is now marked as “corrupted”1. If t is no longer used by A after this oracle
call, we say that t is considered as “destroyed”.
Next, the adversary can passively witness the whole protocol Ident between
a tag and the valid reader R by using the following oracle.
– OExecute (t) → (π, transcript): executes an Ident protocol between the reader
and the tag with pseudonym t. This oracle outputs the transcript of the protocol instance π, that is the whole list of the successive messages of the
protocol.
A can also actively participate in the Ident protocol by playing the role of
either a fake/corrupted tag, or an invalid reader. For this purpose, the following
oracles are introduced, and they also allow A to stop at any step of a “standard”
authentication protocol, delete or modify some messages.
– OLaunch () → π: makes the legitimate reader R launch a new Ident protocol
instance, that is the first request to an unknown tag so as to authenticate
and identify it. It outputs the identifier π for this protocol instance.
– OSendReader (m, π) → r: sends a message m to the reader R in the protocol
instance π. It outputs the response r from the reader.
– OSendTag (m, t) → r: sends a message m to the tag with pseudonym t. It
outputs the response r from the tag.
– OReturn (π) → x: when π is completed, it outputs x = 0 if the output of the
reader during the Ident protocol instance π is ⊥, and x = 1 otherwise.
Finally, the adversary is allowed to ask the time spent by the reader to
compute all the operations and to perform its SearchID procedure, in order to
authenticate the tag linked to a particular protocol instance.
– OTimer (π) → δ: it outputs the time δ taken by the reader for its overall
computations during the protocol instance π.
1

Note that the underlying tag with identifier ID is also corrupted. However, a new
pseudonym of this tag can also be corrupted. Thus, a pseudonym t can only be
corrupted once while a tag ID may be corrupted several times.

2.3

The Security of an Authentication Scheme

We remind here the notions of completeness, availability and soundness that
are the basis of the well functioning and the security level of an authentication
protocol. First, it is necessary to prove that a valid tag is always authenticated
successfully by a valid reader.
Definition 1 (Completeness). For every legitimate tag T of an RFID system,
the probability that the reader R returns the tag identifier ID at the end of the
Ident protocol is overwhelming.
Because an adversary A is able to interact with a tag for an attack, it is also
important to prove that a valid tag T is still authenticated successfully by a
valid reader, even after that an adversary conducted an attack on T .
Definition 2 (Availability, Strong Completeness). For every legitimate
tag T of an RFID system that could have been subjected to an attack, the probability that the reader R returns the tag identifier ID at the end of the Ident
protocol is overwhelming.
The previous notions ensure the authentication success of a legitimate tag T .
But the security of a scheme is also based on the fact that an adversary must not
be able to impersonate T . To prove it, A can use every oracle, except OCorrupt
since this oracle makes the impersonation trivial.
Definition 3 (Soundness). A scheme is said sound if the probability that an
adversary impersonates a legitimate tag is negligible.
2.4

Definition of the Adversary

We now define the different classes of adversaries who will play security experiments. We here give the classification given by Vaudenay in [25] with our
modification which introduces the notion of time.
Definition 4 (Adversary Class). An adversary A against the RFID system
who has no access to the OTimer oracle is said to be:
– STRONG if A has no limit on all the others oracles;
– DESTRUCTIVE if A cannot use anymore a “corrupted” tag ( i.e. the tag has
been destroyed);
– FORWARD if A is committed to only use the OCorrupt oracle after her first
call to the OCorrupt oracle;
– WEAK if A has no access to the OCorrupt oracle.
A is said NARROW if she has no access to OReturn .
A is moreover said TIMEFUL if she has access to the OTimer oracle.
According to the Vaudenay privacy model, a “blinded” adversary is defined
as an entity which interacts with a simulated system, controlled by a simulator
who does not know anything about secret values. Then, a scheme ensures the

privacy property if, for a given experiment (see below), the success probability
of an adversary which interacts with the system through oracles (as defined in
section 2.2) is undistinguishable of a “blinded” adversary.
More formally, we define the following experiment with AP being the adversary with power P ∈ {∅, TIMEFUL} ∪ {∅, NARROW} ∪ {WEAK, FORWARD,
DESTRUCTIVE, STRONG}:
Experiment ExpVaud-priv
S,AP
1. The challenger C initializes the system and sends 1λ , and KP to AP .
2. AP interacts with the whole system, limited by her class P .
3. AP submits an hypothesis about the system and receives the hidden table
Tab of the ODrawTag oracle.
4. AP returns 1 if her hypothesis is correct and 0 otherwise.
The adversary wins if she returns 1.
Definition 5 (Trivial Adversary). An adversary A is said trivial if it is
possible to define a simulator Sim who perfectly simulates the system, without knowing any secrets, for a “blinded” adversary denoted ASim , such that
|P r[A wins] − P r[ASim wins]| is negligible.
If those success probabilities are undistinguishable, it means that there is no
privacy loss through the communication channel. In other words, the adversary
makes no effective use of the messages as their simulation (without using the
secret values) leads to the same probability of success. Thus the RFID authentication scheme S can be considered private.
Definition 6 (Privacy). A scheme is said P -private if all the adversaries who
belong to class P are trivial.
For our modification of the Vaudenay model, it is essential to understand
that the TIMEFUL adversary class formalizes the notion of time we want to
introduce. Concretely, if A has access to the OTimer oracle, she knows the time
that the reader has taken to authenticate a tag. With this information, if A
cannot deduce anything about the tag identity, we will say that the protocol
is TIMEFUL-private. We remind the following implications between Vaudenay
privacy properties which are obvious.
STRONG
⇒
DESTRUCTIVE
⇒
FORWARD
⇒
WEAK
⇓
⇓
⇓
⇓
NARROW-STRONG ⇒ NARROW-DESTRUCTIVE ⇒ NARROW-FORWARD ⇒ NARROW-WEAK

With the introduction of the TIMEFUL adversary class, we now have new
connections at each level (STRONG, DESTRUCTIVE, FORWARD and WEAK) of
the previous diagram. For better clearness and understanding, we only give the
new links for the STRONG level:
TIMEFUL-STRONG
⇒
STRONG
⇓
⇓
TIMEFUL-NARROW-STRONG ⇒ NARROW-STRONG

3

Existing Protocols

In this section, we analyze the authentication time of some existing schemes. We
only get interested in protocols based on symmetric-key cryptography, since they
are more suitable for lightweight RFID. In Vaudenay’s model, all of the following schemes ensure at least the NARROW-WEAK privacy. Using our TIMEFUL
adversary, we will prove that none of them reaches the TIMEFUL-WEAK privacy.
Note that in the following, the only time difference appears in the SearchID
procedure. We thus only focus on this part for our study. This is not always the
case in practice, consequently, we define a more general model where the whole
protocol execution is taken into account. For an example, the reader can look
at the protocol O-FRAPv2 introduced by Burmester, de Medeiros and Motta in
[6, 7] and described in Appendix A.
3.1

A Trivial Example: WSRE

We first study the scheme introduced by Weis, Sarma, Rivest and Engels in
[27]. This scheme is a simple challenge/response protocol. The reader sends an
authentication request and the tag ID answers by (f (tk[ID]||NT ), NT ), where
NT is a nonce and f a one-way function. To authenticate the tag, the reader
performs a SearchID procedure where it computes for each possible key stored
in the database the output of f using the received nonce. When there is a match,
the reader outputs the associated identifier.
This scheme does not ensure the FORWARD privacy. Assume that an adversary has stored some transcripts of past authentications. Then when she corrupts
a tag, she obtains its key, thereby she can recompute the output of f using this
key and the nonce of a transcript to compare it with the sent output. If there
is a match, that means the adversary has linked the identity of the tag with a
previous authentication transcript.
In fact, we can also prove that a TIMEFUL adversary can trace a tag without
corrupting it. Note that for the rest of the paper, we assume that the f function,
but also hash functions, have the same execution time, whatever the input is.
Theorem 1. The WSRE protocol does not ensure the TIMEFUL-WEAK privacy.
Proof. To prove this result, we have to exhibit an adversary which has a success
probability different than the one of whichever blinded adversary. This adversary,
denoted A, can be described as follows.
– A creates two legitimate tags using twice OCreateTag (ID, b) and affects them
by a call to ODrawTag (1/2, 2). A receives two pseudonyms t1 and t2 .
– A calls OExecute (t1 ) and OExecute (t2 ). She receives (π1 , transcript1 ) and
(π2 , transcript2 ). Then she asks the time for each of these authentication,
thus she requests OTimer (π1 ) and OTimer (π2 ) to obtain δ1 and δ2 .
– A frees both tags with the requests OFree (t1 ) and OFree (t2 ), and reaffects
only one of them with ODrawTag (1/2, 1). She obtains a new pseudonym t3 .

– Again A executes an instance protocol by requesting OExecute (t3 ) and asks
for the time δ3 of this authentication instance with OTimer (π3 ).
– If δ3 = δ1 , A claims that t1 = t3 , else she claims that t2 = t3 .
It is obvious that the success probability of this adversary is 1. Now we have
to prove that any blinded adversary can have this probability. The simulator
does not have any clue on which of the two tags has been drawn during the
second call to the ODrawTag oracle, but he can simulate perfectly the answer of
the tags (as f is assumed to be pseudo-random). On the other hand, he has to
make a choice between the two times δ1 and δ2 . His only solution is to perform
a random choice. In this way, the simulation stays perfect. But, the blinded
adversary will only have a success probability of 1/2 as her success is based on
the correctness of the simulator’s choice.
Consequently, the protocol is not TIMEFUL-WEAK private.
3.2

OSK Scheme

In order to ensure the FORWARD-privacy, Ohkubo, Suzuki, and Kinoshita have
introduced the well-known OSK scheme in [19]. In the latter, they use a keyupdate mechanism in order to modify the internal state of a tag after each
protocol execution (successful or not) in a one-way manner. The OSK scheme is
presented in Figure 1, where H1 and H2 are cryptographic secure hash functions.

R

request

T

h := H1 (tk[ID])
SearchID(h)
Update(ID)

tk[ID] := H2 (tk[ID])

Fig. 1. OSK protocol

By updating the secret key of a tag after each authentication protocol, an
adversary will not be able to recompute a previous answer of a tag after she had
corrupted it (as the update is one-way). In the SearchID procedure, the reader
computes for each tag the hash (using H1 ) of its key. At any moment, if there is
a match with the received value, the reader stops the procedure and outputs the
corresponding identifier and updates the key, using H2 . After testing every key,
if the reader did not find a match, it tries again with the updated key (computed
on the fly), and so on.
Even so, it has been shown in [9, 15] that the protocol is weakened by desynchronization attacks. Thus, this protocol does not ensure the WEAK privacy as
it does not ensure the availability property. But it provides NARROW-WEAK
privacy. See the original publications [9, 15] for more details on this proof.
On the other hand, the time attack presented in the previous subsection is
possible. Moreover, for any pair of tags, the difference of authentication times

can be increased. Indeed, as the adversary can desynchronize a tag, she increases
the authentication time of a tag at every desynchronization. Consequently, she
can distinguish one tag among two easily, proving that the OSK scheme is not
TIMEFUL-NARROW-WEAK private.
Remark 1. In the original article [19], the SearchID procedure was not described as presented here. In fact, the reader first performs all computations
before comparing all these values with the one received. Thus, our time attack
does not work with this procedure when tags are synchronized. Nevertheless,
when a tag is desynchronized the authentication time will still be longer as the
one of a synchronized tag. We present this SearchID procedure instead of the
original one as it is generally how it is presented in many contributions.
3.3

Undesynchronizable Schemes

Some attempts have been done in order to define undesynchronizable schemes
using key-update mechanisms. The objective of these schemes is to ensure the
availability property and to reach the FORWARD privacy. To do so, mutual
authentication schemes have been defined, where the tags update their key if
and only if they authenticate the reader. Based on this fact, these schemes
ensure that the key inside the tag and the one inside the reader database can be
desynchronized at most one time. Thus to ensure the availability, it is sufficient
to store in the database two keys per tag. As an example, we describe the C 2
scheme in Figure 2, introduced in [9].

NR ∈R {0, 1}λ

R

tk[ID] ← SearchID(h, NT , NR )
h′ := H1 (H2 (tk[ID])||NT ||NR )

?

H3 (H2 (tk[ID])) = h′′
Update(ID)

request, NR
NT , h
h′

h′′

T

NT ∈R {0, 1}λ
h := H1 (tk[ID]||NT ||NR )
?

H1 (H2 (tk[ID])||NT ||NR ) = h′
tk[ID] := H2 (tk[ID])
h′′ := H3 (tk[ID])

Fig. 2. C2 protocol

As said previously, the database contains two keys per tag: the current one
and the “next” one. As a consequence, the scheme is no longer vulnerable to
traceability using desynchronization attacks. This technique was also present
in the Dimitriou scheme [12], even if the WEAK privacy is not ensured by this
scheme as proved in [9]. However, this scheme still does not reach the FORWARD
privacy as the following attack is doable: if the tag is corrupted by an adversary
just after the latter has blocked the last authentication of this tag after it sent

NT , h, then she is able to recompute h and thus to trace it. Consequently, this
scheme only ensure the WEAK privacy property.
Although these schemes ensure the availability, an adversary is still capable
to perform the previous time attack as the reader perform an exhaustive search.
This implies at least one computation per tag. In the C 2 scheme, a tag can
still be desynchronized one time which allows the adversary to distinguish any
tag among two, as in the OSK scheme. As a result, C 2 is not TIMEFUL-WEAK
private.
3.4

Overview

We have presented several schemes where a TIMEFUL adversary is able to break
the privacy while some of them were assumed to ensure at least the WEAK
privacy property. The different protocols that we have presented do not define an
exhaustive list of those weakened by this new attack. For instance, the protocols
O-FRAP and O-FRAKE, introduced by Le, Burmester and de Medeiros in [16],
are also weakened by this attack as the SearchID procedure also implies a linear
exhaustive search. This attack also works when the underlying architecture of the
database is different. Namely, the tree-based protocol introduced by Molnar and
Wagner in [17] suffers of a time-flaw when the SearchID procedure is defined
as an exhaustive search at each tree level (see [17] for more details).
Moreover, one can think that this attack only affects protocols using symmetric cryptography architecture as we only present this kind of protocol. We have
made this choice since most of them are affected by this attack. Nevertheless,
some authentication schemes using public-key technique can be attacked by a
TIMEFUL adversary. For example, this is the case of the protocol introduced by
Bringer, Chabanne and Icart in [5].

4

Solutions and Improvements

Our attacks presented in the previous section always work in theory, but they
require in practice a tight time measurement. For instance, we saw previously
that WSRE involves a SearchID procedure done with an exhaustive search.
Thus, if we consider two tags which data are very close in the reader database
(e.g. one following the other), the time of the SearchID procedure will be almost
the same for both: the time difference between the computation of one function
f or two can be very small. Then in such a case, if the time measurement of the
adversary is not precise enough, she will not be able to differentiate one of these
two tags from the other. In our study, we consider that this adversarial issue
mainly depends on the implementation of the function f , and thus that it is a
programmer concern.
Here we want to propose theoretical solutions to this time problem that can
be applied to these protocols. The most obvious one is to compute the worst
case’s time and that whatever happens, the reader waits2 until it reaches this
2

During this time, it can also compute unused hash functions if the adversary has a
look-up of its power consumption.

time to output the result. This has been mentioned by Burmester, Le, and de
Medeiros in [8]. This solution clearly repairs all the previous protocols against our
time attack. However, the protocol efficiency can be highly decreased depending
of the protocol. Our goal is to optimize the average authentication time while
the protocol resists against a TIMEFUL adversary.
In our first study, we focus on protocols where the reader cannot predict the
tag outputs (i.e. the tag inserts a nonce in its answer). Then we propose three
solutions to improve OSK. Finally, we present a protocol which is claimed to be
based on constant time.
4.1

The Random Search

In the case of C 2 or O-FRAP/O-FRAKE, the only solution for a reader to
authenticate a tag is to compute for each key stored in its database the theoretical
output of the corresponding tag, and to compare it with the received value. We
have shown in the previous section (see Section 3.3) that, if this SearchID
procedure is done linearly, then a TIMEFUL adversary can trace a tag with a
non-negligible probability.
A simple solution is to randomize this search. The objective is to avoid the
adversary to predict the time spent for a given tag authentication. To do so, the
easiest way is to modify each time the “start-point” of the linear search in the
database. If it is chosen uniformly in [1, n], where n is the total number of tags,
then the authentication time of a tag cannot be guessed in advance.
However, we have to take into account that a tag can be desynchronized once.
In our solution, the reader first computes all the theoretical outputs using the
current key. Then it only computes these outputs with the old key if it did not
find a match before. Thus a “synchronized tag” will be authenticated in δh .n/2
time in average, whereas a desynchronized tag is authenticated in 3δh .n/2 time
in average, where δh denotes the execution time of the h function. So, by desynchronizing a tag, a TIMEFUL adversary is still able to trace a tag. Consequently,
to ensure the TIMEFUL-WEAK privacy, the randomized SearchID procedure
should indifferently test the current or the old key of tags. Thus, this procedure
should consider a set of 2n keys and randomly tests one key after the other
without considering if it is a current key or a future one.
Using this SearchID procedure, it is obvious that these kinds of protocols
reach the TIMEFUL-WEAK privacy property. Unfortunately, the price to pay is
that the system’s efficiency is decreased. Indeed, the average time to authenticate
a tag under a normal behavior (when the adversary does not desynchronize a
tag) is δh .n instead of δh .n/2. Yet we still improve the “wait” solution as this
one requires a time of 2δh .n.
Remark 2. Considering the WSRE protocol (presented section 3.1) which does
not use a key-update mechanism, this solution does not modify the average
authentication time while it ensures the TIMEFUL-WEAK privacy property.

4.2

The OSK Scheme

Another situation is when it is possible to precompute the whole set of possible
answers (or a part of it). Then it is possible to use some time/memory trade-off
to enhance the complexity of the SearchID procedure and, in some cases, to
obtain a constant look-up in the database. For example, in the OSK scheme (see
Figure. 1) the tag answer does not include any nonce and thus the database can
store all the tags answers. As said previously, this scheme is extremely desynchronizable. Consequently, instead of storing one answer per tag, the database
should contain m successive answers for each tag. This highly increases the size
of the database (O(n.m) instead of O(n)), but depending of the database infrastructure, the SearchID procedure can be really efficient. We here present three
infrastructure possibilities which ensure the TIMEFUL-NARROW-WEAK privacy
property.
First, we shortly present an optimization called OSK-AO introduced by
Avoine, Dysli and Oecshlin in [3, 4] based on the well-known rainbow tables,
introduced by Oecshlin in [18]. In a nutshell, all of the n.m possible answers (i.e.
the hash values of the m successive keys for each of the n tags) are distributed
uniformly in a table (the table’s size defines the time-memory trade-off). Each
row of the database contains a succession of hash values. One value is obtained
from the previous one by applying an arbitrary reduction function composed
with the hash function. This reduction function takes in input a hash value
and outputs an identifier in [1, n] and the “update value” in [1, m]. Using these
two values, the next hash value can be computed using the hash function. The
database has to store the first and the final column of this table. Upon receiving
a hash value, the reader will compose a chain of values (as done in the construction of the table) until a match is found with the last column of the table.
When it happens, the reader reconstructs the corresponding row until it found
the previous value, and thus obtains the identifier and the “update value”. If
the reduction function maps all the possible values in a uniformly manner in
the database, an adversary will not be able to predict the authentication time
for a given tag, and thus to trace it. Moreover, contrary to the next following
solutions, this solution does not store the n.m answers of tags. However, this
structure is not dynamic and cannot be modified. Consequently, to introduce
tags updates, the whole table must be recomputed.
Another solution is to compose the database as a hash table, where the
entries are indexed by the hash values. In this kind of database, the SearchID
procedure is quite instantaneous (O(1) in average). However, to avoid collisions,
the hash index used should be as long as the output of the hash function. This is
quite impracticable when n.m is large. Moreover, this solution is not adapted for
dynamic system where the number of tags can increase during the life system.
Indeed, as the number of inputs increases, so does the probability of a collision
in the hash index. If this happens, then SearchID takes up to linear time (in
O(n)).
Remark 3. Moreover, the database should keep in another table the current key
(from the database point of view) of each tag. Indeed, if the tag is desynchro-

nized, the use of the hash table allows the reader to authenticate the tag and
to obtain the used key, but it will not be able to recompute the previous ones
(as the hash function is one-way). Consequently, to delete the previous entries
of the database (to keep it as small as possible), the reader should use this new
table to recompute all the previous theoretical answers to delete them.
Finally, another possibility is to use a balanced binary search tree (called
B-tree). This technique ensures a complexity in O(log n) for the SearchID procedure. The advantage of this structure is its dynamism. Contrary to the hash
table, new entries can be added indefinitely in this structure without compromising its functioning. Moreover, in the worst case, the B-tree ensures a better
complexity rather than the hash table where the complexity reach is in O(n) in
the worst case (i.e. when collisions happen on the hash indexes).
These three practical solutions avoid time attack for the OSK protocol, and
thus ensure the TIMEFUL-NARROW-WEAK privacy. But, except for the OSKAO solution, the database’s size is O(n.m) which becomes quickly infeasible,
especially if the availability is highly recommended (and thus m must be large
enough).
4.3

Constant-Time Identification

Not necessarily to solve the problem of time attack, but rather to reduce the
complexity of the SearchID procedure, some protocols with a constant-time
identification have been proposed (e.g. [1, 6, 7]). In this section, we present in
detail the protocol proposed by Alomair, Clark, Cuellar and Poovendran in [1].
We give in appendix a description of the protocol of Burmester, de Medeiros and
Motta [6, 7] which unfortunately has some security flaws.
The protocol of Alomair, Clark, Cuellar and Poovendran is detailed in Figure 3. We give here a short description of it. For more details, see the original
publication [1]. The important step in the tag authentication is the sent value
h(Ψ ||m). Ψ represents a pseudonym associated to this tag and m is a counter
value which is incremented after each (successful or not) tag authentication. In
the database, all the possible hash values for all the possible pseudonyms and
all the counter values are precomputed and stored. Based on a special infrastructure detailed later, the reader is able to retrieve quite instantaneously all
the associated values to the corresponding pseudonym, i.e. the secret key of the
tag and its identifier. The reader is then able to compute the last message of the
protocol which is composed of three parts. The first one (h(1||Ψ ||tk[ID]||h1 )) allows the tag to authenticate the reader. The second one (h(2||Ψ ||tk[ID]||h1 ) ⊕ Ψ ′ )
transmits to the tag securely a new pseudonym which has been selected among
the available ones in the database. The last one (h(3||Ψ ′ ||tk[ID]||h1 )) permits the
tag to check the integrity of this new pseudonym.
As explained in [1], the database can be decomposed in three logical parts.
The first one, denoted M-I, can be viewed as a hash table which allows to define
a direct addressing to the hash values h(Ψ ||m). All these values are stored in
the second part of the database, denoted M-II. Finally, each of these hash values

NR ∈R {0, 1}λ

R

(Ψ, Ψ ′ , m, tk[ID]) ←SearchID(h0 )
h := H(0||Ψ||m||tk[ID]||NR )
If h 6= h1 then output REJECT
else
h2 := H(1||Ψ||tk[ID]||h1 )
h3 := H(2||Ψ||tk[ID]||h1 ) ⊕ Ψ ′
h4 := H(3||Ψ ′ ||tk[ID]||h1 )

NR
h0 , h1

h2 , h3 , h4

T
h0 := H(Ψ||m)
h1 := H(0||Ψ||m||tk[ID]||NR )
m := m + 1 (mod M )

Check h2
Retrieve Ψ ′ using h3
Check integrity of Ψ ′ using h4

Fig. 3. Constant-Time Identification Protocol

points to one cell of the last part of the database, denoted M-III, which contains
all the information related to the tag currently attached to the pseudonym Ψ .
Remark 4. There is a mistake in the description of this database in [1]. Indeed,
in the cells of M-II, the authors said that this table only contains the hash value
and a pointer to tag’s data. However, this cell must contain the counter value m
and the pseudonym which are used in the hash value. These values are essential
to check (by recomputing it) the message h(0||Ψ ||m||tk[ID]||NR ) sent by the tag.
In their case study, the authors of [1] only consider the size of M-I as they
claim that it is the only concern for the total size. We disagree with this fact
and prove it by computing the size of the M-II part. We obviously use the
same parameters as those of [1]. Namely the total number of pseudonyms is
N = 2.109 and the counter m is majored by M = 103 . Thus, the part MII is composed of 2.1012 cells. Each of them contains the hash value h(Ψ, m),
the counter m and a pointer to the table M-III. Note that for addressing the
2.109 cells of the part M-III (one for each pseudonym), a pointer of 32 bits is
enough. In [1], the authors said that the hash function’s output must be at least
of ⌊log2 N M ⌋ ≈ 41 bits. Then, each cell of M-II contains at least 83 bits (the
counter is approximatively 10 bits long). We thus obtain a total of at least3
166.1012 bits, which is approximatively equal to 19 terabytes. This is obviously
not negligible compared to the 12 terabytes of M-I.
Although this is still feasible in practice, it is not so practicable. Furthermore, they neglect another fact yet highlighted in the paper. As a tag can be
desynchronized once, each tag should be associated to two pseudonyms. Thus
the total number of pseudonyms should not be twice the total number of tags,
but more than this, for example three times this number. This again increases
the database size (in this example from 31 to 40 terabytes).
We thus propose a modification of this database. The hash values should not
be stored in M-II which then only contains the counter m and the pointer. In
3

Recall that the hash function’s output should be greater than 41 bits in practice.

average this will not be a problem because, as presented in [1], in most cases,
pointers of M-I are attached to only one cell. As the reader must check the
correctness of h(0||Ψ ||m||tk[ID]||NR ), it will be able to differentiate two tags
which have the same address in M-I. We recognize that our optimization will
increase the number of computations that the reader has to do to identify a tag.
For example, if a hash value points to two different tags in M-II, the reader may
compute two hash values to authenticate the tag. However this allows to decrease
the size of M-II from 28 to 14 terabytes which is not negligible and the collision
event happens with a small probability. Note that now, the authentication time
is no longer constant. Nevertheless, an adversary is not able to predict if a tag,
and more precisely a pseudonym, will collide in the M-II table with another
pseudonym with a given counter. Thus, she is not able at all to trace a tag using
this difference of time.
Despite this huge amount of data, this protocol is however really efficient in
terms of time and gives a solution to our time attack by providing a constanttime authentication. As a conclusion, this scheme is nowadays the best solution
in terms of efficiency and security as it reaches the TIMEFUL-WEAK privacy
property while having a constant-time SearchID procedure.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we have exhibited and modeled a new attack based on the time
required for a tag authentication. Lots of existing protocols are not resistant
to this kind of attack, even when the adversary is not able to compromise the
secret key of a tag (i.e. a WEAK adversary). However, we have also displayed
some solutions to solve this problem. Some of them reduce the efficiency of the
protocol, some others increase tremendously the data storage. To the best of
our knowledge, there are nowadays no solutions (in secret-key infrastructure)
which are at the same time efficient, TIMEFUL private and require a really small
database. To our point of view, this problematic is really interesting and solutions
to this problem should be found.
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A

The Optimization for O-FRAP

Burmester, de Medeiros and Motta have introduced in [6, 7] an improvement of
the O-FRAP protocol, here denoted O-FRAP.v2, where the SearchID procedure is from now on in a constant-time. To obtain this result, they introduce
in the O-FRAP protocol a new value for each tag which can be viewed as a
pseudonym. During the protocol, the tag sends this value joined with an authentication value. As this scheme is build to ensure the unlinkability, this pseudonym
must change between each (successful or not) authentication protocol. It happens in two different ways, depending if the tag suspects an attack or not. To
prevent entrapment attacks, if the tag does not receive the confirmation that a
reader authenticates itself, it will not update its pseudonym but a counter and
compute on-the-fly a pseudonym based on the counter.
The database contains for each tag its identifier, its secret-key, and all its
possible pseudonyms (2M +3 values, where M is the highest value of the counter
m). By storing this huge amount of data, a reader is able to perform a really fast
SearchID procedure as all the possible tag answers are already precomputed in
the database. The price to pay to obtain this result is a large database where the
size is parametrized by M (and the number of tags). On the other hand, when
the reader receives an answer from a tag, the SearchID procedure only verifies
that the received value belongs to the database. If it is the case, the reader has
authenticated the tag and the end of the protocol consists of an update procedure
of the database keys and of the tag.
As presented in [6, 7], the search procedure is in constant-time, but under
certain conditions, the reader will spend more or less time to output its result.
For example, if the tag uses an entrapment value for ps (i.e. g(tk[ID]; q||IV ||M )),

NR ∈R {0, 1}λ

R

if ∄(ps, tk[ID]) ∈ DB then output REJECT
else ν0′ ||ν1′ ||ν2′ := g(tk[ID]; ps||m)
if ν1′ 6= auth then output REJECT else
conf := ν2′
Update
if ps = rcur then
rold := rcur and rcur := ν0′
else if ps = rold then rcur := ν0′
j
else if ps = qcur
then q := ν0′ and
i }c
i
:= qcur
{qold
i=1
i
{qcur
:= g(tk[ID]; q||IV ||m(i))}ci=1
j
then q := ν0′ and
else if ps = qold
i
{qcur
:= g(tk[ID]; g||IV ||m(i))}ci=1
output ACCEPT

NR

ps||auth

conf

T
if mode = 0 then ps := r else
ps := g(tk[ID]; q||IV ||m);
update m
ν0 ||ν1 ||ν2 = g(tk[ID]; ps||NR )
auth := ν1

if conf = ν2 then
if mode = 0 then r := ν0 else
mode := 0 and q := ν0
else mode := 1

Fig. 4. Constant-Lookup Protocol Based on O-FRAP

i
the reader has to computes c values to replace each of the qcur
. On the other
hand, if ps = r, the reader has no computation to realize. As a consequence, the
time to output the result is different between these two cases and the adversary is
thus able to distinguish if the reader has performed or not this computation. By
stopping the protocol before the tag receives conf , the adversary forces the tag
to use an entrapment value and will consequently be able to distinguish this tag
of a “synchronized” one (i.e. where mode = 0) during the next authentication
protocol. A trivial solution to this attack is to output the result before processing
to the values’ update.
However, this protocol suffers of security flaws which allow a FORWARD adversary to trace all the previous authentications of a tag, and a WEAK adversary
to rely two authentications of a tag.
For the first attack, it is sufficient to notice that an adversary who learns the
secret key k of a tag is able to recompute all the previous values auth of this
tag, as she can recompute g(k; ps||c) (because ps and c are sent in clear).
The second attack is based on the value ps sent by the tag. During a standard
protocol, a tag sends ps = r. If the adversary blocks the last message, the tag
updates nothing except its value mode which is instantiated to 1. During the
next protocol, the tag uses an entrapment value as mode = 1. When the protocol
ends, the tag changes mode to 0 and updates q to ν0 . Consequently, during the
next protocol, the tag will send ps = r where the value r is the same as in
the first protocol because it has never been updated. Thus, the adversary can
trivially recognize this tag.

